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Abstract. Mining frequent subtrees from databases of labeled trees is a new research field that has
many practical applications in areas such as computer networks, Web mining, bioinformatics, XML
document mining, etc. These applications share a requirement for the more expressive power of la-
beled trees to capture the complex relations among data entities. Although frequent subtree mining is
a more difficult task than frequent itemset mining, most existing frequent subtree mining algorithms
borrow techniques from the relatively mature association rule mining area. This paper provides an
overview of a broad range of tree mining algorithms. We focus on the common theoretical founda-
tions of the current frequent subtree mining algorithms and their relationship with their counterparts
in frequent itemset mining. When comparing the algorithms, we categorize them according to their
problem definitions and the techniques employed for solving various subtasks of the subtree mining
problem. In addition, we also present a thorough performance study for a representative family of
algorithms.
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1. Introduction

Data mining, whose goal is to discover useful, previously unknown knowledge from massive data, is
expanding rapidly both in theory and in applications. A recent trend in data mining research is to con-
sider more complex cases than are representable by (normalized) single-table relational databases such
as XML databases, multi-table relational databases, molecular databases, graph databases, and so on.
Databases containing these more complex data types require both practical and theoretical problems to
be solved due to the relationships between entities that are thereby introduced.

One of the most general formalisms for modeling complex, structured data is that of the graph.
However, graphs in general have undesirable theoretical properties with regard to algorithmic complexity.
In terms of complexity theory, currently no efficient algorithms are known to determine if one graph is
isomorphic to a subgraph of another. Furthermore, no efficient algorithm is known to perform systematic
enumeration of the subgraphs of a given graph, a common facet of a data mining algorithm. One could
therefore expect that general graphs pose serious efficiency problems.

Fortunately, many practical databases do not consist of graphs that require exponential computations.
The root of the complexity of graph algorithms is often the existence of cycles in the graph. In many
cases, the number of cycles in graph instances in a database is limited, or the graphs may even be acyclic.
The latter case is especially interesting, e.g., when the graphs are trees, because many very efficient
algorithms are known for this class of graphs. A study of tree mining algorithms may also reveal insights
into approaches that can be taken to deal with databases containing graphs instances with few cycles, not
only from a practical point of view, but also yielding formal complexity bounds.

In this paper, we review the data mining algorithms that have been introduced in recent years for
mining frequent subtrees from databases of labeled trees. We will give an overview of the theoretical
properties of these algorithms, and provide the results of experiments in which the tree miners are com-
pared with each other and with a set of frequent graph miners. These results provide a clearer picture of
the most important properties of these algorithms and suggest directions for future research in the field
of frequent structure mining.

The importance of graph mining is reflected in the large domain of applications in computer network-
ing, Web mining, bioinformatics, multi-relational data mining, XML document mining, etc. Frequent
tree mining algorithms are involved in these applications in many ways:

Gaining general information of data sources When a user faces a new data set, he or she often does
not know the characteristics of the data set. Presenting the frequent substructures of the data
set will often help the user to understand the data set and give the user ideas on how to use more
specific queries to learn details about the data set. For example, Wang et al. [42] applied a frequent
subtree mining algorithm to a database containing Internet movie descriptions and discovered the
common structures present in the movie documentation.

Directly using the discovered frequent substructures Cui et al. [15] showed a potential application of
discovering frequent subtrees in network multicast routing. When there are concurrent multicast
groups in the network storing routing tables for all the groups independently requires considerable
space at each router. One possible strategy is to partition the multicast groups and only build a
separate routing table for each partition. Here frequent subtrees among the multicast routing trees
of different multicast groups offer hints on how to form the partition.
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Constraint based mining Rückert et al. [35] showed how additional constraints can be incorporated
into a free tree miner for biochemical databases. By extending a free tree miner to mine molecular
databases, they found tree shaped molecular fragments that are frequent in active molecules, but
infrequent in inactive molecules. These frequently occurring fragments provide chemists more
insight into Quantitative Structure-Activity Relationships (QSARs).

Association rule mining To a commercial online book seller, the information on user patterns of navi-
gation on its web site structure is very important. For example, an association rule that an online
book seller may find interesting is “According to the web logs, 90% visitors to the web page for
book � visited the customer evaluation section, the book description section, and the table of con-
tents of the book (which is a subsection of the book description section).” Such an association rule
can provide the book seller with insights that can help improve the web site design.

Classification and clustering Data points in classification and clustering algorithms can be labeled
trees. By considering frequent trees as features of data points, the application of standard clas-
sification and clustering algorithms becomes possible. For example, from the web logs of a web
site we can obtain the access patterns (access trees) of the visitors. We might then use the access
trees to classify different types of users (casual vs. serious customers, normal visitors vs. web
crawlers, etc.). As another example, Zaki [50] presented algorithms to classify XML documents
according to their subtree structures.

Helping standard database indexing and access methods design Frequent substructures of a database
of labeled trees can provide us with information on how to efficiently build indexing structures for
the databases and how to design efficient access methods for different types of queries. For ex-
ample, Yang et al. [47] presented algorithms for mining frequent query patterns from the logs of
historic queries on an XML document. Answers to the discovered frequent queries can be stored
and indexed for future efficient query answering.

Tree mining as a step towards efficient graph mining Nijssen et al. [33] have investigated the use of
tree mining principles to deal with the more general problem of graph mining. An enhanced tree
mining algorithm was shown here to be more efficient than a well-known efficient frequent graph
miner.

Recently, many algorithms have been proposed to discover frequent subtrees from databases of la-
beled trees. These algorithms vary in the specific problem formulations and their solution details. They
are, however, similar in many aspects. Most proposed frequent subtree mining algorithms borrow tech-
niques from the area of market-basket association rule mining. In this paper we present an overview of
tree mining algorithms that have been introduced until now. Our focus will be on the algorithmic and
theoretical differences between these algorithms. We will categorize the algorithms by their problem
definitions and the techniques they used to solve various aspects of the subtree mining tasks to expose
the common techniques used as well as where they have distinct features.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review necessary theoretical back-
ground and terminology. In Section 3, we survey current algorithms for mining frequent subtrees. In
Section 4, we discuss other related work. In Section 5, we give a thorough performance study on a rep-
resentative family of algorithms. Finally, in Section 6, we give future research directions and conclude
the paper.
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2. Background

In this section we provide necessary background information. We first give an overview of some basic
concepts in graph theory, then we discuss different types of labeled trees, and different types of subtrees.
Because most frequent tree mining algorithms borrow ideas from frequent itemset mining algorithms,
we conclude this section with a review of several types of frequent itemset mining algorithms that have
been used effectively in frequent subtree mining.

2.1. Graph Concepts

A labeled graph ���	��
������������� consists of a vertex set 
 , an edge set � , an alphabet � for vertex
and edge labels, and a labeling function ����
������ � that assigns labels to vertices and edges. A
graph is directed if each edge is an ordered pair of vertices; it is undirected if each edge is an unordered
pair of vertices. A path is a list of vertices of the graph such that each pair of neighboring vertices in the
list is an edge of the graph. The length of a path is defined by the number of edges in the path. A cycle
is a path such that the first and the last vertices of the path are the same. A graph is acyclic if the graph
contains no cycle. An undirected graph is connected if there exists at least one path between any pair of
vertices, disconnected otherwise.

There are many types of trees. Here we introduce three: unrooted unordered trees (free trees), rooted
unordered trees, and rooted ordered trees. In the order listed, the three types of trees have increasing
topological structure.

Free tree A free tree is an undirected graph that is connected and acyclic.

Free trees have many properties that can be easily shown; for example, there is a single path between
each pair of vertices.

Rooted unordered tree A rooted unordered tree is a directed acyclic graph satisfying (1) there is a
distinguished vertex called the root that has no entering edges, (2) every other vertex has exactly
one entering edge, and (3) there is a unique path from the root to every other vertex.

In a rooted unordered tree, if vertex � is on the path from the root to vertex  then � is an ancestor of and  is a descendant of � . If, in addition, �!�"�# $�$%&� , then � is the parent of  and  is a child of� . Vertices that share the same parent are siblings. A vertex that has no descendant other than itself is
called a leaf. The depth or level of a vertex is defined as the length of the path from the root to that node.

Rooted ordered tree A rooted ordered tree is a rooted unordered tree that has a predefined ordering
among each set of siblings. The order is implied by the left-to-right order in figures illustrating an
ordered tree.

So for a rooted ordered tree, we can define the left and the right siblings of a vertex, the leftmost and the
rightmost child or sibling, etc.

The size of a tree ' , denoted as ( ')( , is defined as the number of vertices the tree has. In this paper,
we call a tree of size * a * -tree. A forest is a set of zero or more disjoint trees.

For free trees and rooted unordered trees, we can define isomorphisms between two trees. Two
labeled free trees '+ and '-, are isomorphic to each other if there is a one-to-one mapping from the
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vertices of ' + to the vertices of ' , that preserves vertex labels, edge labels, and adjacency. Isomorphisms
for rooted unordered trees are defined similarly except that the mapping should preserve the roots as
well. An automorphism is an isomorphism that maps a tree to itself.

As there are different types of trees, there are also different notions of subtrees. Here we give three
types of subtrees.

Bottom-up subtree (See [41].) For a rooted tree ' (either ordered or unordered) with vertex set 
 and
edge set � , we say that a rooted tree '/. (either ordered or unordered, depending on ' ) with vertex
set 
 . and edge set � . is a bottom-up subtree of ' if and only if (1) 
 .10 
 , (2) � .10 � , (3) the
labeling of 
2. and �2. is preserved in '�. , (4) for a vertex �3%4
 , if �5%4
2. then all descendants of� (if any) must be in 
 . , and (5) if ' is ordered, then the left-to-right ordering among the siblings
in ' should be preserved in ' . . Intuitively, a bottom-up subtree ' . (with the root � ) of ' can be
obtained by taking a vertex � of ' together with all � ’s descendants and the corresponding edges.

Induced subtree For a tree ' (any of the 3 types) with vertex set 
 and edge set � , we say that a tree' . with vertex set 
 . and edge set � . is an induced subtree of ' if and only if (1) 
 .�0 
 , (2)�2. 0 � , (3) the labeling of 
6. and �2. is preserved in '�. , (4) if defined for rooted ordered trees,
the left-to-right ordering among the siblings in ' . should be a subordering of the corresponding
vertices in ' . Intuitively, an induced subtree '7. of ' can be obtained by repeatedly removing leaf
nodes (or possibly the root node if it has only one child) in ' .

Embedded subtree For a rooted unordered tree ' with vertex set 
 , edge set � , and no labels on the
edges, we say that a tree ' . with vertex set 
 . , edge set � . , and no labels on the edges, is an
embedded subtree of ' if and only if (1) 
 .20 
 , (2) the labeling of the nodes of 
 . in ' is
preserved in ' . and (3) �!� + �#� , �8%9� . , where � + is the parent of � , in ' . , only if � + is an ancestor
of �:, in ' . If ' and '8. are rooted ordered trees, then for '/. to be an embedded subtree of ' , a
fourth condition must hold: (4) for �;+<�#�:,=%>
 . , preorder( �?+ ) @ preorder( �A, ) in ' . if and only if
preorder( �B+ ) @ preorder( �A, ) in ' , where the preorder of a node is its index in the tree according
to the preorder traversal. Intuitively, as an embedded subtree, ' . must not break the ancestor-
descendant relationship among the vertices of ' .
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Figure 1. Different Types of Subtrees

Figure 1 gives examples for the three types of subtrees. In Figure 1, for the tree (a) on the left,
tree (b) is a bottom-up subtree, tree (c) is an induced subtree but not a bottom-up subtree, tree (d) is an
embedded subtree but neither a bottom-up subtree nor an induced subtree. The following relationship
among the three types of subtrees follows from the definitions: bottom-up subtree 0 induced subtrees 0
embedded subtrees. If ' . is a subtree (bottom-up subtree, induced subtree, or embedded subtree) of ' ,
we say ' is a supertree of '/. .
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2.2. Canonical Representations for Labeled Trees

Canonical representations for labeled trees are closely related to the data structures used to store trees
in memory or in disk files. Instead of the standard data structures, such as the adjacency-matrix, the
adjacency-list, and the first-child-next-sibling representation, many tree mining algorithms also use other
representations for several reasons. First, some canonical representations are more compact than standard
data structures and hence save space. Second, perhaps most importantly, for some types of labeled trees
(such as labeled free trees and labeled rooted unordered trees), there can be multiple ways to represent
the same tree using the standard data structures. A canonical representation is a unique way to represent
a labeled tree. Especially for unordered trees and free trees, the choice for a canonical representation has
far-reaching consequences on the efficiency of the total tree miner. A canonical representation facilitates
functions such as comparing two trees for equality and enumeration of subtrees.

In this section we will briefly review various canonical representations for rooted ordered trees,
rooted unordered trees, and free trees, respectively. For more detail we refer the reader to the original
publications cited in this section. For simplicity, in the remaining sections, unless otherwise specified,
all trees are labeled. In addition, because edge labels can be subsumed without loss of generality by the
labels of corresponding nodes (as can be seen shortly, this is true for both rooted trees and free trees), we
ignore all edge labels in the following discussion.

String encodings for rooted ordered trees

In [26, 27], Luccio et al. introduced the following recursive definition for a pre-order string: (1) for
a rooted ordered tree ' with a single vertex C , the pre-order string of ' is DFE��HGJILK , where GJI is the
label for the single vertex C , and (2) for a rooted ordered tree ' with more than one vertex, assuming the
root of ' is C (with label GMI ) and the children of C are CN+O�OPOPOPQ�#CQR from left to right, then the pre-order
string for ' is DSE��TGJIODSEQUWVFXOXOXYDSEQU[Z\K , where DSEQUWV]�OPOPOP^��D_EQU[Z are the pre-order strings for the bottom-up
subtrees ' I V �OPOPOP<�`' I Z rooted at C + �OPOPOP^�#C R , respectively. Luccio’s pre-order string for the rooted ordered
tree in Figure 1(a) is D-E��a��b)c=K:�6K:d7K:KNe2�$K:K:K . An advantage of Luccio’s pre-order string is that
one can easily compute the pre-order string of any bottom-up subtree from the total pre-order string. For
example, when we scan DfE from label b until we get an equal number of vertex labels and the symbol
0, the resulting substring ( b)cgK:�2K:d7K:K ) is exactly the pre-order string for the bottom-up subtree rooted
at b . With such a useful property, the bottom-up subtree matching problem is reduced to the substring
matching problem, which can be solved efficiently by algorithms for string matching, e.g., by using the
suffix array data structure [17]. It can also be shown that the string encoding is more space-efficient than
traditional data structures in storing rooted ordered trees [48].

Similar encodings are also used by Zaki [48] and by Chi et al. [10, 12]. Asai et al. [5] and Ni-
jssen et al. [32] independently defined an equivalent encoding for rooted ordered trees using depth
sequences. In this encoding the depth of a vertex is explicitly recorded in the string. Again, the
pre-order traversal is used. For the tree in Figure 1(a), Asai’s and Nijssen’s string encoding is DEh��#�iKB���$���^�`jk��bl���^�[m?��c3���^�[mB���)�L�^�[mB��dn���^�`jA��e2���Q�[m?�L�2��� , where each pair represents a vertex: the first num-
ber in the pair is the depth of the vertex, and the second symbol is the vertex label. All the string
encodings defined by Asai, Nijssen, and Chi are further extended to canonical representations for rooted
unordered trees in the next subsection.
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Canonical representations for rooted unordered trees

If one uses standard data structures, such as the adjacency-matrix, the adjacency-list, or the first-child-
next-sibling representation, to represent a rooted unordered tree, one faces the following difficulty: be-
cause there is no specified order among the children of a vertex, there can be multiple representations
for the same tree. The key problem is that from a rooted unordered tree, one can derive multiple rooted
ordered trees, as shown in Figure 2.

(d)
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Figure 2. Four Rooted Ordered Trees Obtained from the Same Rooted Unordered Tree

From these rooted ordered trees we want to uniquely select one as the canonical representation for
the corresponding rooted unordered tree. In [26, 27], Luccio et al. defined such a canonical represen-
tation for the rooted unordered tree — the sorted pre-order string. The sorted pre-order string for a
rooted unordered tree is defined as the lexicographically smallest one among those pre-order strings for
the rooted ordered trees that can be obtained from the rooted unordered tree. To determine the lexico-
graphical order of the string encodings, a total order on the alphabet of vertex labels is defined. Given
a rooted unordered tree, its canonical representation based on the pre-order traversal can be obtained in
linear time (assuming a finite alphabet for vertex labels) by adopting Aho’s tree isomorphism algorithm
[2], as shown by Luccio et al. [26, 27]. Later, Asai et al. [5], Nijssen et al. [32], and Chi et al. [10, 11]
independently defined similar canonical representations.

Canonical representations for free trees

Free trees do not have roots, but we can uniquely define roots for the purpose of constructing a unique
canonical representation using the following procedure: starting from a free tree repeatedly remove all
leaf vertices (together with their incident edges) until a single vertex or two adjacent vertices remain.
For the first case, the free tree is called a centered tree and the remaining vertex is called the center; for
the second case, the free tree is called a bicentered tree and the pair of remaining vertices are called the
bicenters [3]. A free tree is either centered or bicentered. The above procedure takes linear time. Figure 3
shows a centered free tree and a bicentered free tree as well as the procedure to obtain the corresponding
center and bicenters.

Rückert et al. [35], Nijssen et al. [33], and Chi et al. [10, 12] have shown that if a free tree is centered,
one can uniquely identify its center and designate it as the root to obtain a rooted unordered tree, and
therefore one can use the canonical representation for the rooted unordered tree to obtain the canonical
representation for the centered free tree as was done in the previous section. If a free tree is bicentered,
one can cut the free tree into two pieces, each of which is rooted in one of the bicenters, and therefore
a canonical string can be obtained by comparing the encodings of the two subtrees. The computation of
a canonical string for a free tree consists of two steps: first in linear time the center or the bicenters of
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Figure 3. A Centered Free Tree (above) and A Bicentered Free Tree (below)

the free tree are determined, second the resulting rooted trees are normalized. In total the complexity is
therefore also linear.

2.3. Mining Frequent Itemsets

In this section we briefly review the essential parts of frequent itemset mining algorithms. Our purpose
is to introduce the concepts that have been exploited in tree mining algorithms by discussing them first
in the context of the simpler case of itemset mining.

The problem definition Given an alphabet � of items and a database o of transactions ' 0 � , we
say that a transaction supports an itemset if the itemset is a subset of the transaction. The number of
transactions in the database that support an itemset D is called the frequency of the itemset; the frac-
tion of transactions that supports D is called the support of the itemset. Given a threshold minsup, the
frequent itemset mining problem is to find the set prqsmBt of all itemsets D for which support ��Du�6v
minsup. A well-known property of itemsets, which is the basis of frequent itemset mining algorithms,
is that wxD .$0 Ds��y^zA{N{_|]C]}O��D . �5v~y^zA{A{S|QCk}O��Du� . This property is called the a priori property. As an
example consider ���h�^�6��bg��e���c�� , o��h�:�^�6��bg��en�A�Y�^�6��bg��c��A�Y�^�6��bg��e���c��:� , and minsup ��mA�k� ,
then p��r�:�^�7�A�Y�^b=�A�Y�]e)�A�Y�^c��A�Y�^�6��b=�A�\�^�2��e)�A�Y�^�2��c��A�Y�^bg��en�A�Y�^bg��c��A�Y�^�2��bg��en�A�Y�]�2��bg��c��:� .
For itemsets one can easily define a canonical string. The canonical string consists simply of the lexico-
graphically sorted list of items: the canonical string for �^�6��bg��c�� , for example, is �8b)c .

Candidate enumeration Given a set of items, all itemsets can be put into a lattice as illustrated in
Figure 4. As a consequence of the a priori property of itemsets all frequent itemsets will occupy a
connected portion of the lattice, which can be traversed using three alternatives: breadth-first, depth-first,
or a combination of the two.
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(c) combined depth−first/breadth−first traversal

{A,B} {A,C} {A,D} {B,C} {B,D} {C,D}

{A,B,C} {A,B,D} {A,C,D} {B,C,D}

{A} {B} {C} {D}

{A,B,C,D}

level 1

level 2

level 3

{A,B} {A,C} {A,D} {B,C} {B,D} {C,D}

{A,B,C} {A,B,D} {A,C,D} {B,C,D}

{A} {B} {C} {D}

{A,B,C,D}

(a) breadth−first traversal (b) depth−first traversal

{A,B} {A,C} {A,D} {B,C} {B,D} {C,D}

{A,B,C} {A,B,D} {A,C,D} {B,C,D}

{A} {B} {C} {D}

{A,B,C,D}

Figure 4. The Breadth-First Traversal, the Depth-First Traversal, and the Combined Depth-First/Breadth-First
Traversal of the Enumeration Lattice

In the breadth-first approach, as shown in Figure 4(a), the search is performed level-wise. First all
itemsets of size 1 are generated and counted; then from the frequent 1 itemsets candidate 2 itemsets are
constructed, and so on. If all itemsets are frequent the itemset counting order is: � , b , e , c , ��b , �$e ,�8c , b�e , b)c , e$c , ��b�e , ��bnc , �$e$c , b�e$c , �8b�e7c . In the depth-first approach, as shown in
Figure 4(b), the lattice is traversed depth-first. In this case, first itemset � is generated and counted; then,
if it is frequent, itemset ��b is generated and counted, and so on, resulting in the following evaluation
order if all itemsets are frequent: � , ��b , ��b�e , ��b�e$c , ��bnc , �/e , �$e$c , ��c , b , ble , b�e$c ,b)c , e , e$c , c . The third approach is to use a combination of depth-first and breadth-first traversal, as
shown in Figure 4(c). First, all itemsets of size 1 are generated and counted. Then, � is joined with other
frequent 1-itemsets and the obtained set of 2-itemsets ( �8b , �/e and ��c ) are recursively investigated
further. Only after all itemsets containing item � have been investigated, itemsets which do not contain� are considered. If all itemsets are frequent, the order of itemset counting is: � , b , e , c , �8b , �$e ,�8c , �8b�e , �8b)c , ��b�e$c , �/e7c , ��c , b�e , b)c , ble7c , e$c .

Candidate generation Given a set of * -itemsets, there are several ways to generate an initial set of
candidates of size *���j . One approach is to extend each frequent * -itemset by adding items that are
higher (in lexicographic ordering) than the last item in the itemset. For example, given frequent 2-
itemsets ��b , �$e , ��c , b�e and bnc , candidate 3-itemsets formed using extension are �8b�e and ��b)c
(from �8b ), �$e$c (from �$e ) and ble7c (from b�e ). When using extension the number of candidates
can clearly be very large. This strategy is mostly used in the depth-first traversal of the lattice, in which
case it is the only choice for candidate generation. Another candidate generation approach is to join
two itemsets. Here each candidate is guaranteed to contain at least two frequent subsets. Most itemset
mining algorithms perform the join by joining a pair of * -itemsets that have a common *l��j prefix. In
this approach each itemset has two ancestors in the lattice and less candidates are generated. The breadth-
first traversal and the combined depth-first/breadth-first traversal usually adopt join for their candidate
generation.

Frequency counting The frequency of a candidate itemset needs to be counted in order to determine
if the itemset is frequent. The first frequency counting method is based on direct checking: for each
transaction, the frequency of all candidate itemsets supported by the transaction is increased by one.
Advanced data structures, such as hash-tree [1], have been used to expedite direct checking. Another
frequency counting method is used in vertical mining algorithms [49], which associates an occurrence
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list (or tid list) with each candidate itemset, i.e., a list of tids of transactions that support it. In such
algorithms, the frequency of an itemset is simply the size of the occurrence list. Closely related to
vertical mining are the approaches in which the database is re-written into a compact in-memory data
structure, where the frequent itemsets together with their frequencies can be extracted from the data
structure, without knowing in which transactions the itemsets occur [18].

3. Algorithms for Mining Frequent Subtrees

In this section we will systematically study current algorithms for mining frequent subtrees. First, we
will formally define the frequent subtree mining problem. For each type of structure we will then study
the algorithms in more detail.

3.1. Mining Frequent Subtrees — The Problem Definition

Given a threshold minfreq, a class of trees � , a transitive subtree relation ����' between trees �\�`'h%3� ,
a finite data set of trees o 0 � , the frequent tree mining problem is the problem of finding all trees � 0 �
such that no two trees in � are isomorphic and for all ��%3�����SCA�<���i�\�#o����� Ex�Q��� �i�\�`'/�\v minfreq,
where � is an anti-monotone function such that w"'�%5�4� � �i� . �`'$��v � �i���`'/� if � . ��� .

We will always denote a pattern tree — a tree which is part of the output � — with a � , and a text
tree — which is a member of the data set o — with a ' . The subtree relation ����' defines whether a
tree � occurs in a tree ' . The simplest choice for function � is given by the indicator function:

� �i���`'/�u�
� j¡ W�=���¢'K otherwise P

In this simple case the frequency of a pattern tree is defined by the number of trees in the data set
that contains the pattern tree. We call this frequency definition, which closely matches that of itemset
frequency, a transaction based frequency. The indicator function is anti-monotone due to the transitivity
of the subtree relation. From the transaction based frequency, one can also easily define a transaction
based support: y^zA{��i�\�#o����£�SCA�<���i�\�#o��#��( o�( . Because in some situations a pattern tree may have
multiple occurrences in a text tree, other definitions for the frequency of a tree are possible. These are
however dependent on the type of tree that is used, and hence we will delay the discussion of other
frequency definitions. Unless mentioned otherwise, we assume a transaction based frequency.

In the following discussion, we will use the notation summarized in Table 1.

3.2. Mining Frequent Bottom-Up Subtrees

We first study one of the simplest subtree mining problems: the bottom-up subtree mining problem.
From the definition of the bottom-up subtree we can see that the number of bottom-up subtrees for a
rooted tree ' is the same as the size of ' , i.e., the number of vertices ' has. (Of course, these bottom-up
subtrees might not be all distinct.) As a result, one can solve the frequent bottom-up subtree mining
problem in a straightforward way:

1. encode the database in a prefix string format;
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} the number of trees in the data set oG the number of distinct labels in data set o¤ the number of nodes in the largest tree of data set o{ the number of nodes in the largest frequent tree� the number of frequent pattern trees¥ the number of candidate pattern trees considered by an algorithm¦ ��§��¨{_G�� the largest number of trees that grow from a single tree(©
BE�( the number of nodes in text tree '(©
;ª�( the number of nodes in pattern tree �(©
���( the number of nodes in database o
Table 1. Summary of the Complexity Notation

2. initialize an array of pointers to each node in the database; note that every pointer points to the
root of a bottom-up subtree;

3. sort the pointers by comparing the string encodings of the subtrees to which they point;

4. scan the array to determine the frequencies of the bottom-up subtrees.

The key to this straightforward solution is that the number of the bottom-up subtrees for a rooted tree is
bounded by (©
"��( . Also, as shown by Luccio et al. [26, 27], this method applies to both rooted ordered
trees and rooted unordered trees, as long as we use the canonical representations for the bottom-up
subtrees.

The time complexity of this algorithm is §�� ¤ (©
f��(¬«®:¯$(©
���(©� , where ¤ is the size of the largest tree
in the database, for the following reasons. Steps 1, 2, and 4 take time §���(©
 � (©� . For step 3, the size of
the array of pointers is bounded by (©
S��( . Therefore to use a comparison-based algorithm for sorting,
it takes §���(©
;��(¬«®:¯$(©
��/(©� comparisons, where each comparison takes §�� ¤ � time because the length of
each prefix string is §�� ¤ � . For rooted unordered trees, we can add a pre-processing step that puts each
transaction in the database into its canonical form. As shown by Luccio et al. [27], the time for canonical
ordering of rooted unordered tree with size ¤ is °l� ¤ «±:¯ ¤ � in general, so the pre-processing step takes� ¤ (©
��/(¬«®:¯ ¤ � . As a result, the §�� ¤ (©
"��(¬«±:¯/(©
;��(©� time complexity applies to rooted unordered trees
also. Note that the complexity is independent of the choice for the function � that defines the support.

3.3. Mining Frequent Induced or Embedded Subtrees — General Approach

When mining frequent induced or embedded subtrees, the above brute-force method becomes intractable
as the number of induced or embedded subtrees for a labeled tree ' can grow exponentially with the size
of ' . (Consider a rooted tree ' with ( ')(]�>j children for the root, all with distinct labels.)

To deal with the potentially exponential number of frequent subtrees, frequent subtree mining algo-
rithms for induced subtrees and embedded subtrees usually follow generate-and-test methods. A simple
generate-and-test method could be (assume that initially � is an empty tree):
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(1) compute �SCA�^�B�i�n� by determining all '²%5ohyAP©}LP]���¢'
(2) let �h� succ �i�6� , goto (1).

Here succ( � ) is a function which computes the successor of a tree � , such that all possible trees up to
maximum size ¤ are enumerated exactly once if one would repeatedly call succ( � ).

Of course, this method is not efficient either. Efficient algorithms should at least use the a priori
property to restrict the size of the search space. In the next sections we will reveal the details of algorithms
that do exactly this. However, from a theoretical standpoint this simple algorithm is still interesting, as in
a straightforward way it incorporates two problems that have been studied extensively in the literature:

1. the problem of computing a tree inclusion relation (step (1)).

2. the problem of enumerating all trees in a certain class uniquely (step (2));

Ideally the worst case complexity of subtree mining algorithms should never be higher than that of this
naive algorithm. In the next sections, we will use this naive algorithm to set the subtree miners into
perspective.

3.4. Rooted Ordered Embedded Subtrees

TreeMiner The TreeMiner algorithm developed by Zaki [48] for mining frequent ordered embedded
subtrees follows the combined depth-first/breadth-first traversal idea to discover all frequent embedded
subtrees from a database of rooted ordered trees. Other than the general downward closure property (i.e.,
all subtrees of a frequent tree are frequent), TreeMiner takes advantage of a useful property of the string
encodings for rooted ordered trees: removing either one of the last two vertices at the end of the string
encoding of a rooted ordered tree � (with correspondent adjustment to the number of backtrack symbols)
will result in the string encoding of a valid embedded subtree of � . This is illustrated in Figure 5. If one
of the two last vertices in }#� , }W³ , }#´ and }`µ is removed, either }Yj or }#m results. Please note that the removal
of the second-to-last vertex of }`� yields tree }#m as we are considering embedded subtrees here. Tree }`m is
not an induced subtree of }#� , and }#� could not grow from }`m when mining induced subtrees.
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Figure 5. The Join of Rooted Trees ¶#· and ¶¹¸ Consists of ¶�º , ¶[» , ¶¹¼ and ¶�½ .

From the above discussion it follows that, from a candidate (k+1)-subtree � , we can obtain two of
its * -subtrees. One of them, ��+ , is obtained by removing the last vertex from the string encoding for � ;
the other, ��, , is obtained by removing the second-to-last vertex from the string encoding. In addition,
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we can see that � + and � , share the same (k-1)-prefix (i.e., the string encoding up to the (k-1)-th vertex),
and �¾+ and � share the same * -prefix. It is easier to see the relationship of the (k+1)-subtree to its two * -
subtrees, but in the generating of candidate subtrees, the relationship is exploited to generate a candidate
(k+1)-subtree through joining two frequent * -subtrees. Because of these properties, TreeMiner is able
to follow a combined depth-first/breadth-first traversal where all candidate (k+1)-subtrees are obtained
by joining two frequent embedded * -subtrees whose string encodings share the prefix up to the (k-1)-th
vertices.
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Figure 6. The Example Database
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Figure 7. A Part of the Enumeration Lattice

Figure 6 gives a running example of a database consisting of two transactions (with transaction-ids}Lj and }#m , respectively). For simplicity, we assume the minimum support y/�hjOK:K %. Figure 7 shows the
part of the enumeration lattice1 that contains all frequent 2-subtrees with � as the prefix and all frequent
3-subtrees with ��b as the prefix. From the figure we can see that the candidate generation for TreeMiner
is very similar to the combined depth-first/breadth-first lattice traversal of frequent itemset mining.

For support counting, TreeMiner uses a method in which the database is rewritten in a vertical repre-
sentation of scope lists. For each frequent subtree � with size * , the corresponding scope list records the
occurrences of � and, per occurrence, scope information about the last node of � in a pre-order walk,
i.e., the so-called rightmost vertex. Each element in the scope list is a triplet �!}L�À¿���D¾� : } represents the
transaction id of the occurrence; ¿ is a list of k-1 vertices in the database, to which the first k-1 nodes
of � (according to a pre-order walk) are mapped; D represents the scope of the rightmost vertex of � .
For a vertex � in a text tree ' (i.e., a transaction), the scope of � is an interval determined by a pair of
numbers. The first number represents the index of � according to the pre-order traversal of ' , and the
second number represents the index of the rightmost child in the bottom-up subtree 'n�!�B� induced by � .
Figure 8 shows the same database as in Figure 6 but with the scope for each vertex given.

Considering a scope as an interval, the scopes DFÁ V and DSÁ�Â for two vertices � + and � , in the same text
tree ' are either disjoint intervals (which means that �"+ and �:, have no ancestor-descendant relationship
in ' ), or one interval is a subinterval of the other (which means the vertex with the smaller scope is a
descendant of the other vertex in ' ). Figure 9 shows a join step that uses this scope list data structure.
The scope lists of the two frequent 2-subtrees are joined to get the scope list of the resulting candidate
3-subtrees. Elements } and ¿ in the scope list are used to determine if two elements in the scope lists
are joinable, and D determines the shape of the resulting candidate subtrees.

The size of a scope list of TreeMiner may be much larger than the size of a text tree ' , as illustrated
in Figure 10. The example text tree consists of ¤ vertices connected to a root, while all vertices have the

1We are abusing the term lattice here, without defining the least upper bound and the greatest lower bound for two subtrees.
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Figure 10. A Pattern Tree and a Text Tree for which the Number of Occurrences is Exponential

same label; clearly, the number of subtrees of this text tree is small: there are in total ¤ different subtrees.
Yet the size of the scope list can be exponential in the size of ' : consider the right hand pattern tree � in
Figure 10, which consists of * nodes. There are Ã[Ä�Å +Æ Å +]Ç �~È ÄÉÅ +WÊ È Ä�Å ,�ÊiË©Ë©Ë È ÄÉÅ ÆYÌ +WÊÈ Æ Å +WÊ È Æ Å ,�Ê[Ë©Ë©Ë©+ v�� ÄÉÅ +Æ Å + �

Æ Å + v²� Ä Æ � ÆOÍ ,
different subsets of nodes in ' to which the nodes of � can be mapped. In a bad case we can assume that{Îv ¤ �km , so that the support of at least one tree of size *�� ¤ �km needs to be determined, yielding a list
of size Ï7�[m Ä Í¬Ð �¾�ÑÏ7�[mYÒ Í¬Ð � that needs to be constructed. Clearly, the list size is exponential in the worst
case. On the other hand, the number of matchings in a tree is always lower than Ã ÄÄ¾ÓÕÔ È Ä Í ,LÖ Ò Ê!Ç7× ¤ Ò . The
total size of all scope lists is therefore §��!}M{ ¤ ÒN� (the additional factor { comes from the size of ¿ in a
triplet). If we assume that a list is joined maximally

¦
times, the total work for the construction of scope

lists is §��[� ¦ }M{ ¤ , Ò � . The factor 2 in the exponent is due to the quadratic nature of joining embedding
lists.

Apart from transaction based frequencies, rooted tree databases also allow for other frequency defi-
nitions, e.g., those based on the root occurrences. If � is isomorphic to a subtree 'n. of ' , then the root
of ' . (which is a node of ' ) is called a root occurrence of � in ' . If one defines that C;�i�\�`'/� is the
total number of root occurrences of � in ' , one obtains a function which is also anti-monotone and can
be used in a frequency definition. (Please notice that if one uses the frequency that is defined using root
occurrences, then one may have support that is greater than 1.) In TreeMiner, a root based frequency can
easily be used instead of a transaction based frequency by considering the first element of the matching
part ¿ of the scope list triplets.

Complexity Comparison with the Naive Algorithm The enumeration algorithms for embedded sub-
trees can be implemented in amortized §��`j^� time. It was shown in [22] that rooted ordered embedded
subtree inclusion can be computed in °l��(©
_E�(®(©
"ª�(©� time. Therefore for embedded rooted ordered tree
mining, the complexity of the naive algorithm can be bounded pessimistically by §�� ¥ }M{ ¤ � . Due to the
potentially exponential size of TreeMiner occurrence lists, as reflected in the pessimistic upperbound
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§��[� ¦ }M{ ¤ , Òk� , it is possible that the TreeMiner performs worse than the naive algorithm.

3.5. Rooted Ordered Induced Subtrees

FREQT The FREQT algorithm developed by Asai et al. [4] uses an extension-only approach to find all
frequent induced subtrees in a database of one or more rooted ordered trees. In a preprocessing phase, all
frequent labels in the database are determined. Then an enumeration tree is built to enumerate all frequent
subtrees. To build an enumeration tree, for each (k+1)-subtree � ÆOÌ + , one has to identify a unique parent� Æ (of size * ). In FREQT this problem is solved by removing the rightmost node. If one extends � Æ
to � ÆOÌ + , this means that a new node is connected to the rightmost path of � Æ , where the rightmost path
is the path from the root of � Æ to the last node of � Æ in the pre-order. Therefore, in FREQT the set of
candidates which are generated from a tree � Æ consists of all trees that can be obtained by connecting a
new node with a frequent label to the rightmost path. Figure 11 shows a part of the enumeration tree for
all rooted subtrees consisting of labels � and b , under the assumption that all possible trees are frequent.
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Figure 12. Occurrence Lists for FREQT

To determine the support of trees FREQT uses an occurrence list based approach. For each subtree, a
list records all nodes in the database to which the rightmost node of the subtree can be mapped. Based on
the database in Figure 6, a part of the enumeration tree is shown in Figure 12, where the occurrence lists
are given. In the example, the occurrence list for the tree �ÙØ with a single vertex � is ���!}Ljk��KN���^�!}#m?��KN�À� ,
which means � occurs twice: once in }Yj as the 0-th vertex, another time in }`m as the 0-th vertex. One
extension that is frequent in the example database is �¾ØfÚ (the subtree with two vertices � and b with �
being b ’s parent). The occurrence list for �uØfÚ is ���!}Yjk�<j^���^�!}Ljk�À´A���^�!}#m?�<jQ���^�i}#m?�À´N�À� ; here �!}Yjk�<j^� denotes
that the rightmost node of �ØfÚ can be mapped to vertex j of }Lj . One can see why for rooted ordered
induced subtrees one only has to record the occurrences of the rightmost vertex: only the occurrences of
the vertices on the rightmost path are needed for future extension; these occurrences can be derived from
the occurrence of the rightmost node. For example, for the tree at the bottom of Figure 12, one only needs
to record the occurrences of the rightmost node b , whose occurrence list is ���!}Ljk�À´A���^�!}#m?�À´A�À� . In order
to get the occurrence list of the node labeled � , it suffices to scan the occurrence list of the rightmost
node b , and to find the parents of the vertices in the occurrence list, which are ���!}Yjk��KN���^�!}#m?��KN�À� in our
example. Therefore, because the size of occurrence list is bounded by (©
x�/( and is independent of the size
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of each frequent subtree, the occurrence list method is very scalable when used for support counting of
rooted ordered trees.

We now derive a pessimistic upper bound on the time complexity for FREQT. For each frequent
subtree ' each node � on the rightmost path has to be extended by adding a new rightmost child to� . The size of the occurrence list is bounded by §���(©
f�/(©� . During the extension of one occurrence at
most §�� ¤ � nodes in the corresponding text tree are considered, so that a very pessimistic upper bound
for FREQT’s time complexity is §��[� ¤ (©
_�8(©� , where � is the number of frequent trees considered. Of
course, in real problems the occurrence lists are often much shorter than (©
x��( .

In FREQT, the number of root occurrences can be easily computed from the occurrence list of the
rightmost node. In [4] it was proposed to walk through the database starting from each element in the
occurrence list; alternatively one can also add the root occurrence to the occurrence list to avoid a linear
recomputation. In addition, although FREQT was developed to mine databases of rooted ordered trees,
in special situations it can also be used to mine unordered induced trees. If one assumes that siblings
in the database never have the same label, as a preprocessing step one can sort siblings in the database
according to their label. All discovered trees will naturally follow the same label order and will reflect
the restriction of the database that no two siblings have the same label.

Complexity Comparison with the Naive Algorithm The enumeration algorithm of FREQT can be
used by the naive algorithm. The complexity of the enumeration strategy is §��`j^� (amortized per enumer-
ated tree) and therefore optimal. In [22] it was shown that the complexity of finding all root occurrences
of a pattern tree � in a forest o is °l��(©
Sª�(®(©
;��(©� . The total complexity is therefore §�� ¥L¤ (©
S��(©� for the
naive algorithm, against §��[� ¤ (©
_�8(©� for FREQT.

3.6. Rooted Unordered Induced Subtrees

Unot Independently of each other Asai et al. and Nijssen et al. proposed the Unot [5] and uFreqt [32]
algorithms, which extend FREQT to mine unordered induced subtrees in the general case that siblings
may have the same labels. Candidate generation is conceptually more difficult for unordered trees, as can
be seen from the example in Figure 11. While }Lj and }`m are different ordered trees, they are isomorphic
unordered trees; the same is also true for }#� and }¬³ . Both uFreqt and Unot solve this problem by only
enumerating ordered trees with canonical depth sequences. (The canonical depth sequence is equivalent
to the pre-order string, as we described in Section 2.2.) That is, among all rightmost path extensions of a
subtree in canonical form, only those extensions that result in the canonical form for another subtree are
allowed. When a new node is connected to the rightmost path, this corresponds to the concatenation of a
new depth tuple at the end of the depth sequence. (Recall that the depth sequence of a rooted unordered
tree is a string encoding of the tree which contains both the label and depth for each vertex). It can be
shown that the prefix of any canonical depth sequence is itself also a canonical depth sequence, thus the
enumeration remains complete if one disregards all extensions that immediately yield a non-canonical
sequence.

How difficult is it to determine whether an extension is canonical or not? Asai et al. and Nijssen et
al. use a method which allows for constant time enumeration using depth sequences. We will illustrate
the method using the example of Figure 13.

For a rooted unordered tree with a canonical depth sequence, for each node in the tree, we define the
depth sequence of that node as the segment of the canonical depth sequence for the tree that corresponds
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Figure 13. Canonical Extensions of a Canonical Depth Sequence.

to the bottom-up tree rooted in that node. If a node on the rightmost path has a left sibling in the tree,
and its depth sequence is a prefix of the depth sequence of the left sibling, the node on the rightmost path
is called a prefix node. The prefix node with the lowest level is the lowest prefix node of the tree. Please
note that not every tree has a lowest prefix node. In [5, 32] it was shown that a depth tuple � � �`Û^� may be
concatenated after a canonical depth sequence D if and only if:

Ü if � has a lowest prefix node: � × � . , or � � � .�Ý=Û2v�ÛL. must be true, where the next prefix node� � . �`Û . � is obtained as follows. Let   be the length of the depth sequence of the lowest prefix node.
Then � � .i�`ÛL.J� is the �! Q��j^� th tuple in the depth sequence of the left sibling of the lowest prefix node.
In the example, � � .i�`ÛL.±�¾���[m?��b�� ; tuples �[�?���$� and �[m?���$� may not be concatenated. Intuitively, if
one of these tuples would be added, a canonical sequence could be obtained by swapping the order
of the children of the root.

Ü if the rightmost path has a node at depth � with label G . , then G�v²G . . In the example, tuple �`jk���/�
cannot be concatenated because ��@>b .

It was shown in [5, 32] that the index of the next prefix node in the depth sequence can be computed
incrementally and in constant time from the index in the unextended depth sequence.

The Unot and uFreqt algorithms differ in the way that the support of trees is evaluated. Unot uses
an occurrence list based approach which is similar to that of Zaki’s TreeMiner. For each pattern tree, an
occurrence list is constructed which consists of match labels ¿ . Some modifications are introduced to
limit the size of the occurrence list. To understand this reconsider the tree at the bottom of Figure 12. In
case of unordered induced subtrees for each text tree of Figure 6 there are two possible match labels, K�j<´
and KA´Bj , as the two b -labeled vertices can be mapped in two ways to the vertices of the text trees. To
avoid that permutations of the same sets of nodes are stored in the occurrence list, in Unot a canonical
match label is defined to uniquely pick one out of all possible permutations. For each different set of
vertices in the text tree only the canonical match label is stored. By doing this, the worst case list size of
Unot is equal to the worst case list size of the TreeMiner, thus exponential. A pessimistic upper bound
on the total time complexity for building all occurrence lists is §��[� ¦ } ¤ Ò Ì + {f� (see [5] for more details).
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uFreqt A different occurrence list based approach was used in the uFreqt algorithm [32]. Here in the
worst case for each node in the pattern tree a separate list of occurrences is stored. These lists consist of
all the vertices in the data set to which the pattern vertex can be mapped. The size of the occurrence list
is therefore bounded by the product of the size of the database and the size of the pattern.

An algorithm is specified that computes new occurrence lists from occurrence lists of the parent
tree. This algorithm is shown to be polynomial in the size of the database. In comparison with the
simpler matching approach of TreeMiner and Unot, however, the amount of work for each element of
the occurrence lists is larger. In [32] it is shown that for each element of the occurrence list, in the worst
case a maximum bipartite matching problem has to be solved, for which the worst-case time complexity
is §���(©
 E (ÕÞ (©
 ª (©� .

To determine the extensions of a pattern, the §���(©
f��(©� occurrence list of the rightmost node is scanned;
for each element the path to the root in the pattern tree and the neighbors of the occurrences of this
path in the text tree are scanned in §�� ¤ � time; for each neighbor thus obtained, in the worst case a
maximum bipartite matching problem has to be solved for §��¨{f� nodes in the pattern tree to add elements
to the occurrence lists of other pattern nodes; the complexity of solving a bipartite matching problem
is §�� ¤Îß {f� . The total complexity is therefore §��[�u(©
S��( ¤ , { ß {S� . It should however be noted that a
situation in which the size of a list is exactly (©
f��( and the extension requires ¤ operations, does not
exist, and that the upper bound is therefore again very pessimistic.

HybridTreeMiner Chi et al. [12] proposed an algorithm called HybridTreeMiner that uses the com-
bined depth-first/breadth-first traversal approach and generates candidates using both joins and exten-
sions. To guarantee that each candidate is generated at most once, HybridTreeMiner uses a canonical
form called the breadth-first canonical form, which is based on the level-order traversal. As a conse-
quence of this choice, the algorithm cannot determine in constant time which extensions or joins are
allowed.

Consider a rooted unordered tree � (in its breadth-first canonical form) with size *���j . Now, if
the last two vertices in the level-order of ' are leafs, it was shown in [12] that the breadth-first codes
obtained by removing either one of the two last vertices are also canonical, and share a common prefix of
size *)��j . However, in the case that the last vertex of the subtree � (in the canonical form) is a child of
the second last vertex of � , e.g., trees }`� and }¬³ in Figure 5, the removal of the second-to-last node would
disconnect the tree. Therefore such a tree cannot be obtained from two trees with a common �[*3��j^�
prefix.

These observations can now be used as follows to generate candidates. Given a set of frequent
canonical ordered trees of size * that share a common prefix of size �[*l��j^� , each pair of trees in the set
is joined; trees which cannot be created through joins are obtained by performing an extension.

As a consequence of the extension, it is necessary to keep the original database also in main memory;
it is not possible, as in the TreeMiner, to store the database only in a vertical format. Please notice that
here trees are grown by adding leaf nodes from left to right at the lowest level of the tree.

For breadth-first canonical forms an additional problem is that of tree automorphisms when joining
two frequent * -subtrees � + and � , to obtain a candidate (k+1)-subtree � . Recall that automorphisms of
a tree are the isomorphisms of the tree to itself. When joining ��+ and ��, , if the core (the (k-1)-subtree)
shared by �Ù+ and ��, has non-identity automorphisms, the join becomes more complicated. For example,
joining (including self-joining) the two trees on the left in Figure 14 results in 6 candidate subtrees. All
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these 6 candidate subtrees are valid (i.e., they are potentially real frequent subtrees). Chi et al. in [11, 12]
provided techniques to store the automorphisms and to use them in the join operation.
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Figure 14. Automorphisms
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Figure 15. The Occurrence List

Chi et al. show how the occurrence lists of two trees can be joined when a candidate is generated
using a join. Because of the join operation, occurrence lists in HybridTreeMiner must record the oc-
currences of a candidate subtree in all possible orders, as shown in Figure 15. For example, for the
occurrence list of the subtree at the bottom of Figure 15, �!}Ljk��K�j<´A� and �!}Ljk��KA´Bj^� actually represent the
same occurrence in different orders.

The worst case size of the occurrence lists in the HybridTreeMiner can also be computed using the
example of Figure 10. In this example there is one possible mapping for the root of � , there are ¤ �àj
nodes to which the first child of the � can be mapped, ¤ �>m for the second, and so on, for a total of� ¤ �2j^��á¨�B� ¤ �8*;��á occurrences. In general in the worst case there are ¤ á¨�B� ¤ �{f��á × ¤ Ò possible different
occurrences per text tree. If we assume that each occurrence list is scanned during the computation of at
most §�� ¦ � joins, and one time to find §�� ¤ � extensions per occurrence, the total performance is bounded
by §��[�S} ¤ Ò � ¦ ¤ Ò � ¤ �#� . Here, the additional factor ¤ Ò is again caused by the quadratic nature of joins
— every occurrence in a list may be joined with multiple elements of another list.

PathJoin Under the assumption that no two siblings are identically labeled, algorithms that mine fre-
quent subtrees by joining root paths are feasible. A root path is a path between the root of a tree and a
leaf node in the tree. This approach was first taken by Wang et al. [42] and recently by Xiao et al. [44]
in the PathJoin algorithm. Consider paths }Lj and }#m in Figure 16. Although in general the join of these
paths is not uniquely defined, if one only allows trees in which siblings have distinct labels, then }#� is the
only possible join. Conversely, each unordered tree is defined uniquely by the join of its root paths. The
approach which is used in PathJoin [44] is as follows. In a preprocessing step all paths in the database
are stored in a FST-Forest data structure. Every root path in the FST-Forest corresponds to a frequent
path in the database and has an associated occurrence list. Each element of the occurrence list is a tuple
consisting of a tree ID and a node ID; this node ID is the identifier of a node in the database at which
the root path starts. We introduce the notation �/'xâ as a short hand for the tree in the FST forest which
contains all paths that start with label Û . Figure 17 illustrated �/' Ú , based on the database in Figure 6.

If we assume that in a set of siblings of the FST-Forest a label can be found in constant time, the
complexity of building the FST-Forest is §��!} ¤ , � which follows easily from the observation that all§�� ¤ , � paths of all §��!}�� trees are added iteratively to the FST-Forest.
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Figure 18. The Support Counting for PathJoin

After the construction of the FST-forest and the determination of all frequent paths, the search for
frequent trees starts. We define a root-subtree to be an induced subtree of �/'�â that keeps the root of�/'_â . A beneficial property of the FST-Forest is that all the frequent subtrees with roots labeled Û are
root-subtrees of the tree �/'fâ in the FST-Forest. In our running example, to find all frequent subtrees
with root labeled b , we only have to find all the frequent root-subtrees of �/' Ú given in Figure 17.
To find all the frequent root-subtrees of a prefix tree �/'1â , PathJoin uses a variation of the combined
depth-first/breadth-first traversal. The search starts with a single node. Then, in a breadth-first fashion
all frequent sets of children of the root are determined. Each set of children corresponds to a tree with
2 levels; each such tree is recursively expanded with all possible sets of nodes at level 3, and so on.
Overall, all levels are scanned in a depth-first fashion, while all possibilities at each level are determined
breadth-first.

As each pattern tree is a root-subtree of an FST-tree, for each leaf at the lowest level of the pattern
tree a potential set of children can be obtained from the FST-tree. The combinations of these candidate
children are scanned using a traditional breadth-first algorithm in which two sets of nodes of size *
are combined to obtain sets of size *g�ãj ; those candidates which contain an infrequent * subset are
removed. The support of each candidate is computed by joining the occurrence lists of all leafs. As an
example consider the tree of Figure 18(b). The occurrence list of the path b��Te is ä®�!}Yjk�<j^���^�!}`m?�<j^�¹å .
This list is joined with the occurrence list of path bH�æc to obtain the occurrence list of the tree in
Figure 18(a). This list ä®�!}Yjk�<j^���^�!}#m?�<j^�¹å is joined with the occurrence list ä®�!}Yjk�<j^�¹å of path bÑ��� to obtain
the occurrence list ä®�!}Ljk�<j^�¹å of the tree in Figure 18(b). Overall, to compute the support of all trees an§�� ¥ {ç(©
;��(©� computation is required. The total complexity of PathJoin is §��!} ¤ , � ¥ {ç(©
;��(©� .
Complexity Comparison with the Naive Algorithm Because PathJoin assumes that no two siblings
are identically labeled, and because a tree in which all siblings have distinct labels can be mapped
to an ordered tree, a problem to which PathJoin applies can also be solved by an ordered tree miner.
PathJoin should therefore be compared with the naive algorithm of section 3.5. As §��!} ¤ , � ¥ {ç(©
��/(©�u�
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§���(©
 � ( ¤ ���ã§�� ¥L¤ (©
 � (©�Î�è§�� ¥�¤ (©
 � (©� , we may conclude that PathJoin does not introduce a high
complexity in the search in comparison with the naive algorithm.

Without the unique sibling assumption, different algorithms are necessary. In [6] an §��`j^� algorithm
was introduced for enumerating all rooted, unordered trees up to a certain size. Reyner and Matula
[34, 29] proposed an algorithm to compute unordered subtree inclusion in §�� ¤ { ß {f� time. Also this
algorithm relies on an algorithm for solving maximal bipartite matching problems. The total complexity
of the naive algorithm is therefore §�� ¥ } ¤ { ß {f� . Although the complexity bounds derived for the frequent
tree miners are rather pessimistic, still some information can be learned from a comparison of the upper
bounds. In uFreqt, with a complexity of §��[�u(©
S��( ¤ , { ß {f� , the run time is bounded polynomially. Both
Unot and the HybridTreeMiner have an exponential worst case complexity in the size of the largest
pattern tree: the complexity of Unot is §��[�S} ¤ , Ò { ¦ ¤ � , where the factor ¤ Ò comes from a binomial,
while the complexity of the HybridTreeMiner is §��[�S} ¤ Ò�� ¦ ¤ Ò8� ¤ �#� , where the factor ¤ Ò comes from
a factorial. When we compare Unot with the HybridTreeMiner, we see that the number of occurrences in
the HybridTreeMiner may be exponentially worse than in Unot, as the HybridTreeMiner does not use a
canonical form for match labels. On the other hand, as the HybridTreeMiner uses joins to generate many
candidates, in general the branching factor

¦
is smaller in the HybridTreeMiner than in uFreqt, while the

number of scans of the data set is also reduced by only considering extensions of the rightmost node.

3.7. Induced Free Subtrees

FreeTreeMiner (1) The FreeTreeMiner algorithm developed by Chi et al. [11] adopts the breadth-first
traversal idea to discover all frequent induced subtrees from a database of labeled free trees. The algo-
rithm starts with finding all frequent 1-subtrees (frequent subtrees with a single vertex), then repeatedly,
all candidate (k+1)-subtrees are generated by joining pairs of frequent * -subtrees. For the join operation
and the downward closure checking FreeTreeMiner uses the set of leaf vertices, instead of all vertices, of
a labeled free tree. Figure 19 gives an example where for downward closure checking for the candidate
6-tree on the top, its leaves are removed one at a time to get all the 5-subtrees (as shown at the bottom
of Figure 19) of the 6-tree. For each 5-subtree the canonical string is computed to efficiently search for
that subtree in the set of all 5-trees. To meet the downward closure constraint, all the 5-subtrees must
be frequent. When generating candidate (k+1)-subtrees, to avoid redundancy, two * -subtrees are joined
only if (1) they share a (k-1)-subtree (which is called the core for the pair of * -subtrees), and (2) after
joining, the labels of the two leaves other than the core in the two * -subtrees must be the top 2 labels (in
the lexicographic order) in the resulting candidate (k+1)-subtree. In the example in Figure 19, although
any pair of the 5-subtrees at the bottom can be joined to get the candidate 6-tree on the top, we only join
tree (c) and tree (d) because their leaves, other than the core they share, have labels c and � respectively,
which are the top 2 leaves in the candidate 6-tree. This method of using the sort order of the leaf labels
works fine for trees with distinct vertex labels. When vertex labels are not distinct, the method needs to
be changed a little and becomes less efficient [11].

To count the support of a candidate subtree � , each transaction '�%9o is checked to see if ���Ñ' .
Chung [14] extended the bipartite matching tree inclusion algorithm to subtree isomorphism for free
trees, without changing the time complexity. The main idea of Chung’s algorithm is to first fix a root C
for ' (we call the resulting rooted tree ' I ) then test for each vertex � of � if the rooted tree � Á with �
as the root is isomorphic to some subtree of ' I . Although it may seem that there are more cases to be
checked, this is not the case: Chung [14] showed that the time complexity for subtree isomorphisms for
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Figure 19. Candidate Generation for Free Trees

free trees is §���(©
;E�(®(©
"ª�(ÕÞ (©
"ª\(©� , which is the same as that for rooted trees. Later, Shamir et al. improved
the time complexity to §���(©
 E (®(©
 ª (ÕÞ (©
 ª (é��«®:¯$(©
 ª (©� [36] by solving the maximum bipartite matching
problem more efficiently.

One advantage of direct support checking is that no additional information other than the candidate
subtrees themselves needs to be stored in memory. This is very important when the number of candidate
subtrees is very large and therefore it is impossible to store information other than the candidate subtrees
(such as occurrence lists) in memory.

The time complexity of the FreeTreeMiner can be subdivided into two parts: the candidate generation
phase and the support counting phase. In the candidate generation phase all frequent trees are combined
pairwise to generate new candidates. If we assume that the maximum number of trees generated from one
tree is

¦
, at most §�� ¦ �x�kmA�u��§�� ¦ �x� trees are generated. From each of these trees §��¨{f� leafs are removed,

the remaining trees are normalized and their existence in the set of frequent trees is checked. Depending
on the data structure that is chosen, even in the most efficient data structure this takes §��¨{-� per tree. In
total this phase therefore has complexity §�� ¦ ��{ , � . To count the frequency of all trees that remain after
the frequency based pruning, each of the §�� ¥ � candidates is checked in } transactions, making for a worst
case complexity of §�� ¥ }M{ ß { ¤ ��«®:¯1{f� .
HybridTreeMiner In [12] Chi et al. extend their HybridTreeMiner with breadth-first tree encoding to
mine free trees. The HybridTreeMiner is adapted such that only a subset of all rooted trees is considered.
More precisely, all trees are disregarded in which the second-deepest subtree of the root is more than one
level less deep than the deepest subtree. If one would conceive these special rooted trees as free trees,
the special property of these rooted trees is that the root is either the center of the free tree, or one of the
bicenters. Thus, by using this simple restriction, the HybridTreeMiner is able to enumerate each centered
free tree exactly once, and bicentered free trees at most twice. Using an efficient linear time check, all
rooted trees which represent a non-canonical free tree can be removed from the output.

With respect to candidate counting the complexity of this algorithm is similar to that of the Hy-
bridTreeMiner for rooted trees: §��[�S} ¤ Ò � ¦ ¤ Ò � ¤ �#� . Candidate generation is slightly more difficult;
to determine whether a candidate is canonical, and to determine automorphisms, a linear algorithm is
required.
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Gaston Another approach is taken by Nijssen et al. [33] in the Gaston algorithm. Here the depth-
first/breadth-first approach of the HybridTreeMiner is modified to mine free trees using depth sequences.
This is achieved by extending a constant time enumeration strategy for unlabeled free trees [31] to labeled
trees. As a consequence of this different strategy, it is not necessary to compute the automorphisms
of pattern trees to obtain all possible joins. The combined depth-first/breadth-first algorithm uses a
procedure which consists of three phases. In the first phase frequent undirected paths are constructed
using a combined depth-first/breadth-first approach. During this phase a special canonical form for
paths is used which can be computed in linear time. Each of these paths is taken as the starting point
of a rooted tree and refined using a subset of rightmost path extensions and joins. In this approach
allowable extensions and joins for free trees can be characterized in constant time, while all free trees
that are not (almost) a path are enumerated at most once. When the occurrence list based approach of the
HybridTreeMiner is used for frequency evaluation, the complexity of frequency evaluation is the same:§��[�S} ¤ Ò?� ¦ ¤ Ò8� ¤ �#� .
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Figure 20. All Steps Involved in Generating One Particular Candidate Free Tree in Gaston and HybridTreeMiner

The difference between Gaston and HybridTreeMiner is illustrated in Figure 20. HybridTreeMiner
will enumerate both }Yj and }#m , although they represent the same tree. One can see that in HybridTreeM-
iner trees grow level-wise, while in Gaston first paths are grown and trees are constructed from paths.
However, the generation of trees from paths in Gaston introduces additional complexity.

FreeTreeMiner (2) In [35] Rückert et al. proposed a FreeTreeMiner which is different from Chi’s
FreeTreeMiner [11]. An important difference with the other algorithms is that it searches for frequent
free trees in a database of graphs.
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Similar to Chi’s FreeTreeMiner, Rückert’s FreeTreeMiner uses a breadth-first canonical form and
grows trees by adding nodes at the lowest level of the tree. The procedure which is used to generate
candidates is similar to that of PathJoin. Given a tree with * levels, the algorithm first evaluates its
frequency by passing over the database and determining all occurrences of the tree; at the same time,
all possible extensions for level *g��j are determined, together with the transactions that support the
extensions. Thus, a set of candidate extensions is obtained. Using a breadth-first approach, instead of
frequent subsets, pseudo-frequent subsets of this set of candidates are determined, where the pseudo-
frequency is determined by joining the tid lists associated to the candidate extensions. These pseudo-
frequencies may be higher than the real frequencies as the locations of the extensions within transactions
are not taken into account. For each level thus obtained, the procedure is called recursively to determine
the real frequency and find the extensions at the next level.

In our analysis we restrict ourselves to the case that the FreeTreeMiner is applied to a database of
trees. As the free tree miner has to determine all possible occurrences of a free tree, the number of
occurrences of the free tree that is checked may be §��!} ¤ Ò � ; it should be noted here, however, that these
occurrences are recomputed each time from scratch. On the one hand, this will increase the computation
time (as several matchings will be tried without success before finding good ones). On the other hand, this
could reduce the amount of memory used by the algorithm. For each occurrence, the §�� ¤ � extensions are
determined. Before each tree is really counted, its set of supporting transactions is obtained by computing
the intersection of at most §��¨{-� tid lists of size §��!}�� . If we assume that the maximum number of level*2��j trees obtained from a level * tree is

¦ . and
¦

is the maximum number of such trees which turn out
to have a frequent intersection of tid lists, then a pessimistic upperbound for the total complexity of the
FreeTreeMiner is §��[�� ¦ . {"}x� ¦ } ¤ Ò Ì + �#� .

Complexity Comparison with the Naive Algorithm In [43] an algorithm was given for enumerating
unlabeled free trees in §��`j^� per enumerated free tree. By defining a bijective mapping between labeled
and unlabeled free trees, this algorithm can also be used to enumerate labeled free trees. Using the§��¨{ ß { ¤ ��«®:¯x{-� free tree inclusion algorithm the inclusion of all ¥ trees in the data set can be computed,
giving the naive algorithm a worst-case complexity of §�� ¥ }J{ ß { ¤ ��«®:¯x{-� . This closely matches the
worst-case complexity of Chi’s FreeTreeMiner, §�� ¥ }M{ ß { ¤ ��«®:¯x{f� . It should be noted however that the
candidate generation of Chi’s FreeTreeMiner has much higher complexity than §��`j^� per free tree.

All other algorithms have an exponential worst-case complexity: §��[�S} ¤ Ò � ¦ ¤ Ò � ¤ �#� for the Hy-
bridTreeMiner and Gaston; §��[�� ¦ . {"}F� ¦ } ¤ Ò Ì + �#� for Rückert’s FreeTreeMiner. The respective advan-
tages or disadvantages of these algorithms are more data set dependent; for example, in comparison with
the HybridTreeMiner, Gaston saves the double evaluation of a number of bicentered free trees, but may
require the double evaluation of a number of paths.

With respect to the enumeration complexity, there are more differences between the algorithms.
Gaston uses an §��`j^� strategy for real free trees, and an §��¨{f� scheme for paths. The other algorithms use
an §��¨{f� strategy for all structures, where Chi’s FreeTreeMiner and the HybridTreeMiner also require the
computation of automorphisms, and Chi’s FreeTreeMiner requires the normalization of free trees for the
downward closure test.
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4. Other Related Work

Algorithms with inexact matchings Termier et al. [40] presented an algorithm, TreeFinder, that finds
frequent subtrees in a collection of tree-structured XML data (considered as rooted unordered trees). The
subtree relationship is defined by tree subsumption. That is, a rooted tree '6. is induced according to tree
subsumption in another rooted tree ' if and only if the ancestor-descendant relationship in ' . is a subset
of that in ' . However, the TreeFinder does not guarantee completeness (i.e., some frequent subtrees may
be missed) except for some special cases. Shasha et al. in [37] defined what they called the approximate
nearest neighbor search (ANN) problem and presented an algorithm ATreeGrep for searching a query
tree in a database of rooted unordered trees. A distance based on approximate containment was used as
the tree matching criteria, where the distance between a query tree ê and a text tree c was defined as the
total number of ê ’s root-to-leaf paths that are not in c . The authors pointed out that although the tree
matching is based on root-to-leaf paths, by requiring the distance to be 0 and by using a postprocessing
step, the algorithm can be used for exact tree matching.

Maximal and closed frequent subtrees All the algorithms described in this paper discover all frequent
subtrees from a database of labeled trees. The number of all frequent induced subtrees and embedded
subtrees, however, can grow exponentially with the sizes of the tree-structured transactions. Two con-
sequences follow from this exponential growth. First, the end-users will be overwhelmed by the output
and have trouble to gain insights from the huge number of frequent subtrees presented to them. Second,
mining algorithms may become intractable due to the exponential number of frequent subtrees. The algo-
rithms presented by Wang et al. [42] and Xiao et al. [44] attempt to alleviate the first problem by finding
and presenting to end-users only the maximal frequent subtrees. A maximal frequent subtree is a frequent
subtree none of whose proper supertrees are frequent. Because they both use postprocessing pruning af-
ter discovering all the frequent subtrees, these two algorithms did not solve the second problem. Later,
Chi et al. [13, 9] presented an algorithm, CMTreeMiner, to discover all closed frequent subtrees and
maximal frequent subtrees without first discovering all frequent subtrees. A subtree is closed if none of
its proper supertrees has the same support as it has. Given a database o and a support y , the set of all
frequent subtrees p , the set of closed frequent subtrees � and the set of maximal frequent subtrees ë
have the following relationship: ë 0 � 0 p .

Other types of patterns Other than the three types of subtree relationships (bottom-up, embedded,
and induced), there are other types of tree inclusions. In [22], Kilpeläinen gave a good introduction to
many types of tree inclusions in the context of tree matching problems, which includes the definition,
applications, and time complexity of each tree matching problem. More recently, Shasha et al. [38]
presented an algorithm that discovers all frequent cousin pairs in a single or a set of rooted unordered
trees. Two nodes z and � in a rooted unordered tree are a cousin pair if and only if (1) they do not
have an ancestor-descendant relationship and (2) if  is the least common ancestor of z and � , then
the length difference between the path from  to z and that from  to � is either 0 or 1. Shasha et al.
showed that mining frequent cousin pairs has many applications such as finding co-occurring patterns in
multiple phylogenies, evaluating the quality of consensus trees, and finding kernel trees from groups of
phylogenies.
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Unlabeled trees In this paper, we focused on databases of labeled trees. Although we can consider
unlabeled trees as a special family of labeled trees, the history of research on unlabeled trees is much
longer and the theories are much richer than those of labeled trees. For example, according to Asai et al.
[5], Unot directly extended the pattern growth techniques developed first for unlabeled rooted trees by
Nakano et al. [30]. Similarly, Gaston adopted the tree enumeration techniques developed for unlabeled
free trees by Nakano et al. [31]. A comprehensive introduction to the algorithms on unlabeled trees can
be found in [41].

Subgraph mining Recently, there have also been studies on mining frequent subgraphs from databases
of labeled graphs. Inokuchi et al. [20] presented the AGM breadth-first algorithm for mining frequent
unconnected graphs in a graph database. The AcGM algorithm [21] restricts AGM to only find connected
subgraphs. Kuramochi et al. [24] presented another breadth-first algorithm for mining frequent subtrees,
FSG, which also uses the join operation to generate candidate subgraphs from the frequent subgraphs
in the previous level. The AGM algorithm extends subgraphs by adding a vertex per level and the FSG
algorithm by adding an edge. The frequent connected subgraph problem was also tackled by Yan et
al. [45, 46] in the pure depth-first algorithm gSpan and by Huan et al. [19] in the combined depth-
first/breadth-first algorithm FFSM. However, to check if a transaction supports a graph is an instance of
the subgraph isomorphism problem which is NP-complete [16]; to check if two graphs are isomorphic
(in order to avoid creating a candidate multiple times) is an instance of the graph isomorphism problem
which is not known to be in either P or NP-complete [16].

5. Performance Study

In this section we present a performance study of algorithms for mining frequent embedded subtrees,
induced rooted ordered subtrees, frequent induced rooted unordered subtrees, and frequent induced free
trees. Table 2 shows the characteristics of all the data sets that we will be using for the performance study
and Table 3 gives the explanation for each parameter in Table 2. We will explain each data set in detail
in the following discussion.

5.1. Algorithms for Mining Frequent Embedded and Induced Rooted Ordered Subtrees

In this section we study the performance of algorithms on mining embedded and induced rooted ordered
trees. To the best of our knowledge, at the time of this writing TreeMiner is the only published algorithm
for mining the first type of subtrees and FREQT is the only available one for the second type. Therefore,
we study the performance of these two algorithms.

The data set we used is T1M, which is obtained using the generator given by Zaki [48]. This data
set mimics web access trees of a web site. We have used the following parameters for the generator: the
number of labels ì£�íjOK:K , the number of nodes in the master tree ¿ �íjOKB��K:K:K , the maximum depthc���jOK , the maximum fanout d²�ãjOK , and the total number of subtrees 'T��jk��K:K:KB��K:K:K .

In the performance study, we mainly use two metrics: the total running time and the memory usage.
All experiments in this section and in the next section were done on a 2GHz Intel Pentium IV PC with
2GB main memory, running the RedHat Linux 7.3 operating system. All algorithms were implemented
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Name î ï1î î ð?î î ï1î ñ�î ð�î î ò�î ñ�î ð?î î ó_ô#õLö÷òNøMî ñ#î ð?î î ùxî ñ#î ð?î î ï1î ñ#î ù-î î úAîû ü û ü û ü û ü û ü
T1M 2563796 1000000 2.56 2.01 1.10 0.201 1.26 0.54 2.24 1.08 1.10 0.216 100

CS-LOG 716263 59691 12.0 21.0 1.60 0.269 4.89 7.25 4.28 4.57 2.45 2.54 13209

Multicast 163753 1000 163.8 62.1 1.94 0.298 5.76 1.41 257.3 1494.8 5.83 2.16 321

T2 (10) 500000 10000 50.0 0.00 1.96 0.00 6.43 1.15 11.5 1.51 4.41 0.572 1000
D1 62936 5000 12.6 13.8 1.67 0.179 5.22 4.77 3.7 1.18 3.02 2.73 10

D2 183743 10000 18.4 12.2 1.83 0.112 13.0 8.26 2.89 1.14 6.52 3.87 10

D3 62936 5000 12.6 13.8 1.67 0.179 5.22 4.77 3.7 1.18 3.02 2.73 1

Table 2. Characteristics of All the Data Sets

ý þ�ý
Number of vertices in the databaseý ÿ8ý
Number of trees in the databaseý þ�ý �Aý ÿ8ý
Number of vertices per treeý �7ý �Aý ÿ8ý
Mean fan-out (= number of adjacent vertices to each vertex) per treeý �������	��
�ý �Ný ÿ�ý
Maximum fan-out per treeý ��ý �Aý ÿ8ý
Diameter (= length of longest path in the tree)ý þ�ý �Aý ��ý
Number of nodes per tree per diameter (if 1, the tree is a path)
Number of labels in the database

� Mean over all trees in the database
� Standard deviation over all trees in the database

Table 3. Clarification of Database Characteristics

in C++ and compiled using the g++ 2.96 compiler with -O3 optimization level. For FREQT, we have
used Kudo’s implementation given in [23].

Because for a given minimum support, the number of frequent embedded subtrees and the number
of frequent induced subtrees are different, we compare the average running time per frequent subtree for
TreeMiner and FREQT.
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Figure 21. Comparing TreeMiner and FREQT

From Figure 21(a) we can see that when the minimum support is high, TreeMiner is more efficient.
However, as the minimum support decreases, FREQT becomes more efficient while TreeMiner’s average
running time increases. A possible reason may be that with a lower value for minimum support, the size
of the frequent trees increases. In FREQT the size of a pattern tree does not influence the evaluation time
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per occurrence; as longer patterns in general have lower support values and therefore fewer occurrences,
in FREQT the average computation time per frequent tree decreases. In the TreeMiner, on the other
hand, the size of the pattern is of importance as an occurrence contains match labels for all pattern
vertices. Combined with possibly longer occurrence lists (due to the exponential nature of the number of
occurrences), the amount of computation time in TreeMiner increases with lower minimum support.

Figure 21(b) shows the memory usage for the two algorithms under different minimum support (for
minimum support less than 0.01%, TreeMiner exhausts all available memory). As we can see from the
figure, FREQT’s memory usage remains flat for different minimum support, but TreeMiner increases
sharply as the minimum support decreases. The results support our previous observations. For a given
minimum support, the total number of frequent embedded subtrees is much larger than that of induced
subtrees, as shown in Figure 21(c). We can see that both the number of frequent embedded subtrees and
the number of induced subtrees increase exponentially as the minimum decreases. However, the number
of frequent embedded subtrees is much larger (and grows faster) than that of frequent induced subtrees.

5.2. Algorithms for Mining Frequent Induced Rooted Unordered Subtrees

In this section we compare the performance of four algorithms for mining rooted unordered subtrees.
They are uFreqt [32], HybridTreeMiner [12], PathJoin [44], and uFreqt-New, which is an algorithm that
combines the enumeration of uFreqt with the occurrence-list based evaluation of the HybridTreeMiner.
Because PathJoin does not allow siblings to have the same node labels, experimental results for PathJoin
are limited to data sets satisfying this constraint.

CS-LOG The first data set, as described in [48], contains the web access trees of the CS department
of the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute during one month. There are a total of 59,691 transactions and
13,209 unique vertex labels (corresponding to the URLs of the web pages). The average (Zaki’s) string
encoding length for the data set is 23.3.
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Figure 22. Performance of Rooted Unordered Tree Miners for the CS-LOG Data Set

From Figure 22 we can see that the running time for all algorithms remains steady for minimum
support greater than 0.3%. After that, as the minimum support decreases further, the running time rises
sharply. (Please notice the logarithmic scale of the y-axis.) According to the experiment results, when
the minimum support decreases from 0.2% to 0.15%, the number of frequent subtrees grows from 6,855
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to 321,437! One possible reason for such an unusual behavior is that as the minimum support falls be-
low a certain threshold, the access trees generated by web crawlers, as opposed to regular web surfers,
become frequent and these web access trees are usually much larger than the ones generated by regu-
lar web surfers. With regard to running time, uFreqt and HybridTreeMiner have similar performance.
For memory usage, when the minimum support is lower than 0.3%, uFreqt-New exhausts all available
memory. An inspection of the code of both uFreqt-New and the HybridTreeMiner reveals however that
the large amount of memory used by both algorithms is partly due to less efficient ways of dealing with
large numbers of labels, such as those present in this data set. The HybridTreeMiner has a sharp rise
in memory usage at minimum support=0.2%. uFreqt is more scalable in memory usage because of its
memory-efficient support counting method.

Multicast The second data set, as described in [13], is a data set of IP multicast trees. The data set
consists of MBONE multicast data that was measured during the NASA shuttle launch between the 14th
and 21st of February, 1999 [7, 8]. It has 333 distinct vertices where each vertex takes the IP address
as its label. The data was sampled from this NASA data set with 10 minutes sampling interval and has
1,000 transactions. This data set is a “dense” one in the sense that there exist strong correlations among
transactions. (The transactions are the multicast trees for the same NASA event at different times.)
Therefore, frequent subtrees with very large size occur at very high minimum support.
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Figure 23. Performance of Rooted Unordered Tree Miners for the Multicast Data Set

From Figure 23 we can see that it is difficult for all the algorithms to deal with minimum support
values lower than 65%. PathJoin has the best running time performance. However, as the minimum
support decreases, the memory usage of PathJoin grows much faster than the other algorithms.

T2 The third data set is generated using the generator given in [13]. In this data set, we want to control
the size of the maximal frequent subtrees. A set of ( ì�( (=100) subtrees are sampled from a large base
(labeled) graph. We call this set of ( ì�( subtrees the seed trees. Each seed tree is the starting point for( c9(^X�(©D�( transactions where ( c9( (=10000) is the number of transactions in the database and (©DÉ( (=1%) is
the minimum support. Each of these ( c4(NX�(©DÉ( transactions is obtained by first randomly permuting the
seed tree then adding more random vertices to increase the size of the transaction to ( ')( (=50). After this
step, more random transactions with size ( 'l( are added to the database to increase the cardinality of the
database to ( c4( . The number of distinct edge and vertex labels is controlled by the parameter ( �/( (=10),
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which is both the number of distinct edge labels and the number of distinct vertex labels. The size of the
seed trees ( �S( ranges from 10 to 30.
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Figure 24. Performance of Rooted Unordered Tree Miners for the T2 Data Set

The total number of frequent subtrees grows exponentially with the size of the maximal frequent
subtrees and thus the running time of the algorithms (other than PathJoin) increases exponentially as
well, as shown in Figure 24. In contrast to that of CS-LOG, for this data set the memory usage of
the algorithms (other than PathJoin) does not change very much with the number of frequent subtrees
(the size of maximal frequent subtrees). This result implies that the memory usage for uFreqt [32],
HybridTreeMiner [12] and uFreqt-New depends not only on the number of frequent subtrees, but also
on the characteristics of these frequent subtrees. For this data set, uFreqt-New has both the best time
performance and the smallest memory usage. PathJoin has very interesting performance for this data set:
the running time does not change very much as the size of maximal frequent subtrees grows; however,
above a certain size, the memory usage of PathJoin grows and exhausts available memory very quickly.
This result, together with the results from other data sets, suggests that the in-memory data structure that
used by PathJoin to rewrite the database is proportional to the number of frequent subtrees and therefore
may not be scalable in the size of maximal frequent subtrees.

T100K-1M The last data set consists of 10 databases generated using the generator for T1M [48]. All
parameters remained the same as those in T1M, except that the number of transactions in each database
grows from jOK:KB��K:K:K to jk��K:K:KB��K:K:K . This data set is designed to test the scalability of the algorithms with
respect to the database size.

As shown in Figure 25, with a fixed minimum support (0.01%), as the database size increases, both
the running time and the memory usage grow linearly. The running time of uFreqt grows much faster than
that of the other algorithms, although the growth is sublinear for the databases under study. Therefore,
according to this study, all three algorithms, uFreqt [32], HybridTreeMiner [12] and uFreqt-New, have
good scalability with respect to the database size. It is interesting to notice that as the database size
increases, for the same minimum support, the total number of frequent subtrees decreases exponentially.
This is mainly due to the way that the data set generator is implemented.

Conclusions Among the algorithms on mining frequent rooted unordered subtrees, for most of the
data sets that we have studied, uFreqt-New has the best time performance (except for Multicast) and the
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Figure 25. Performance of Rooted Unordered Tree Miners for the T100K-1M Data Set (minsup = 0.01%)

smallest memory footprint (except for CS-LOG). For the Multicast data set, PathJoin has the best time
performance; for the CS-LOG data set, uFreqt has the smallest memory usage. All the algorithms have
good scalability in the database size. However, our study suggested that the memory usage of PathJoin
was directly affected by the total number of frequent subtrees. In addition, by comparing the CS-LOG
data set and the T2 data set, we can see that the memory usage of the other algorithms depends not only
on the total number of frequent subtrees, but also on other parameters, such as the size of the patterns.

5.3. Algorithms for Mining Frequent Induced Free Trees

In this section we study the performance of several free tree mining algorithms discussed in this pa-
per: the HybridTreeMiner [12], the FreeTreeMiner [11] and Gaston [33]2. As free tree databases are
graph databases, we also include graph mining algorithms in our experimental results; more precisely,
we consider the breadth-first graph miners FSG [24] and AcGM [21], and the depth-first graph miner
gSpan [45]. Here we also use two metrics: the total running time and the memory usage. Except when
stated otherwise, experiments were done on a 2.8GHz Intel Pentium IV PC with 512MB main memory,
running the RedHat Linux 7.3 operating system. All algorithms were implemented in C++. All free
tree mining algorithms were compiled using the g++ 2.96 compiler with -O3 optimization level. Of the
graph miners we obtained binaries which were compiled under similar circumstances, except for AcGM,
which was compiled using a more recent compiler. We will report on an experiment with AcGM for an
AMD Athlon XP1600+ with 512MB main memory, running the Mandrake Linux 9.1 operating system.

CS-LOG In this experiment, we use the same CS-LOG data set that was also used in the previous
section when mining rooted trees. Clearly, it can also be interesting to know the browsing behavior when
the point of entry is not taken into account. The gSpan algorithm is not considered in this experiment as
the binary module made available did not allow for more than 255 labels. Our experimental results as
reported in Figure 26 (next page) reveal similar characteristics as we found in our experiments for rooted
trees: below a certain threshold, the number of frequent trees explodes. The HybridTreeMiner and

2The FreeTreeMiner of Rückert el al. [35] is not mentioned in our experiments as the developers of this algorithm concentrated
more on biochemical applications than on the efficiency of their implementation. Only on very small databases we were able
to perform some experiments; on the larger databases, which we will report on here, all experiments with the FreeTreeMiner
were timed out after 3000s.
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Gaston run out of memory below this threshold as the sizes of the embedding lists of these algorithms
increase dramatically. The breadth-first miners do not suffer from this memory exhaustion problem, but
still the computation time for the FreeTreeMiner increases drastically. The breadth-first FSG graph miner
requires less memory and manages to scale better with smaller thresholds. We will consider possible
explanations for this phenomenon when discussing experimental results on artificial data sets in the next
paragraph.
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Figure 26. Performance of Free Tree Miners and Graph Miners for the CS-LOG Data Set

Artificial Data Sets D1, D2 and D3 In this section we use several artificial data sets that were gen-
erated by a modified generator as described in [48]. In the modification, we pose constraints on the
minimum and maximum size of the trees that are generated; furthermore, we allowed for a stricter con-
trol of the fanout of trees that are generated. The parameters of the data sets are summarized in Table 2.
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Figure 27. Performance of Free Tree Miners and Graph Miners for the D1 Data Set

Data set D1 is a small data set and has a low fanout, while the number of labels is rather high. Such
characteristics reflect the properties of application domains in web-browsing and molecular mining. This
experiment therefore gives a reasonable indication of the performance of the free tree miners on many
practical, but not too large databases. As reflected in Figure 27(a), the depth-first mining algorithms
perform better here than the breadth-first miners.
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In Figure 27(b) one sees that the amount of memory for relatively low support values increases for
both the breadth-first and depth-first mining algorithms, with the exception of gSpan. The breadth-first
mining algorithms require a large amount of memory to store all candidates in main memory, while
the occurrence list based tree miners require memory for storing the occurrence lists. gSpan performs
better memory-wise as it only stores the identifiers of trees in which a pattern graph occurs, and not the
occurrences itself.

Figure 27(c) shows the effect of increasing data set size. Due to the large differences in run times,
we had to show this graph in a logarithmic scale. All algorithms scale linearly in the size of the database.
The scale-up properties of FSG suggest that this algorithm includes additional features to deal with many
similar graphs in the input.

In data set D2 we specified a very large fanout in combination with a relatively low number of labels.
This is reflected in Table 2 by high mean value for ( ì¢(©��( c4( . A value of 1 would indicate that a tree is a
path. The resulting trees are rather broad and not very deep; in this way we obtain data sets which exhibit
the bad case situation of Figure 10.
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Figure 28. Performance of Free Tree Miners and Graph Miners for the D2 and D3 Data Sets

In Figure 28(a) we can see that the depth-first miners are now no longer advantageous in compar-
ison with the breadth-first miners. For low values of minimum support, the runtime for the depth-first
algorithms increases much more than that of the breadth-first tree miners. The reason for this behav-
ior becomes clear when one considers the memory usage of the algorithms. The memory usage of the
full occurrence based tree miners rises exponentially for low values of support, which indicates that the
number of different occurrences of some lower frequent trees is very large. This behavior can partly
be explained when one considers the large fan-out of this data set in combination with the low number
of labels. It is very likely that several siblings have the same label and that frequent trees have many
symmetries.

All depth-first algorithms use an extension-based approach which means that in order to extend a
pattern tree, they have to consider all occurrences of a pattern tree in the text tree in order to find all
possible extensions. For this particular database this amounts to a large number of possibilities, all of
which are stored in the occurrence based algorithms, and all of which have to be considered by the
depth-first algorithms. The breadth-first algorithms prune the search space better.

This situation is stressed even further in data set D3 (see Figure 28(c)), which is equal to data set
D1, except that all labels have been removed. Without labels the number of occurrences rises rapidly
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and all occurrence-list based algorithms run out of memory almost immediately, even though the data
set is not extremely large. An exception to this rule is gSpan: as gSpan does not store occurrence lists,
but recomputes all occurrences, the applicability of gSpan is not limited by the amount of main memory;
gSpan however clearly also shows the extremely large run times which can be expected from algorithms
that have to check all occurrences.

Another interesting conclusion can be drawn from the comparison of the FreeTreeMiner and FSG
on data set D3. Although in all other experiments FSG performs better than the FreeTreeMiner, the
situation is completely different when the labels are left out of the data set. In this case, it appears
that the polynomial tree inclusion algorithm of the FreeTreeMiner performs better than the potentially
exponential subgraph isomorphism algorithm of FSG. This also provides an explanation for the overall
good performance of the graph miners: as long as there is a reasonable number of labels, the subgraph
isomorphism problem is in practice efficiently solved.

6. Conclusion and Future Directions

The aim of this paper has been to examine the current algorithms for mining frequent subtrees from
databases of labeled trees. We started by giving applications of frequent tree mining algorithms. Then
we introduced relevant theoretical background in graph theory and we studied some representative al-
gorithms in detail. We have focused our study on two main components of these algorithms — the
candidate generation step and the support counting step. Next we presented thorough performance stud-
ies on a representative family of algorithms. We also discussed some related work such as approximate
algorithms and algorithms for mining closed and maximal frequent subtrees.

Regarding efficiency issues, our performance study revealed that there is no single best tree mining
algorithm. Some algorithms offer a better time efficiency, while other algorithms require less memory.
With respect to the free tree mining algorithms, we may conclude that the performance of current free
tree miners does not differ very much from that of the more general graph mining algorithms. There may
be several reasons for this:Ü although in general subgraph isomorphism is NP complete, in common cases the required compu-

tations are not exponential at all. For example consider the case that all labels in a pattern and a text
graph (see Section 3.1) are different: subgraph isomorphism can then be checked very efficiently
by checking the edges between equally labeled nodes in both graphs. Most graph miners use very
label oriented approaches which are very well suited for such situations. In practice, therefore,
graph miners can compute subgraph isomorphism and graph isomorphism also very efficiently,
although for different reasons than the frequent tree miners.

Ü although subtree inclusion is computable polynomially, all current occurrence-list based free tree
miners do not take advantage of this property and use potentially exponential occurrence lists; in
[33] it was even shown that the occurrence lists used by tree miners are straightforwardly expanded
to the more general graph mining case.

Ü the implementations of some graph miners are much older than those of the tree miners and have
been repeatedly optimized in recent years [24, 25]. Indeed, there are indications that the better
performance of recent tree miners, such as uFreqt-New and Gaston, is also due to implementation
issues.
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Our study also showed that several interesting research questions related to frequent tree mining
have not yet been answered. One is the relation between multi-relational data mining and tree mining. A
simple kind of multi-relational database is the OLAP star-shaped database. In essence, such a database is
a very simplistic tree structure. Instead of applying a general multi-relational data mining algorithm, one
would expect more specialized algorithms to obtain a better performance. However, one could question
whether or not even tree mining algorithms are already too general for these special kinds of databases.
This question is closely related to the problem of defining a search space for trees which constitutes a
lattice. Several constraint based mining algorithms use lattice properties to optimize the search; these
optimizations are not currently be applied in tree mining algorithms.

Regarding constraint-based mining, some additional interesting questions have not been dealt with.
For example, consider the case that labels in a tree are not atomic, but constitute a set of elements. Such
situations occur in web access logs where files have attributes like file size, the time of creation and the
type of the file (html, jpg, etc.); each access to an URL can have its own attributes also, such as the
domain (.edu, .com, etc.) of the visitor, the duration of stay, etc. A straightforward way to encode these
sets is to add a vertex for each element in the set and connect the new vertex to the original vertex. The
original vertex label can then be removed. However, this would result in a database with many frequent
trees without labels, which may not be interesting in many cases and could result in an intractable search.
Instead, one would wish to restrict the search to trees that have certain properties, such as that every vertex
without a label must be connected to a vertex with a label. However this raises the question of whether
one can efficiently mine frequent trees with such restrictions.

Another question is that of defining association rules. Current publications have only considered
frequent tree mining problems. In web mining it could however be interesting to know if a certain
web-browsing behavior predicts a further browsing behavior; in XML databases, one could be interested
to know whether the occurrence of a certain tag in one part of a document leads to the occurrence
of a particular tag elsewhere. However, how does one define association rules for structures? Several
questions are involved: if one searches for association rules, does it still make sense to define a frequency
in terms of the number of transactions in which a tree occurs? Or is another occurrence based count also
necessary? How can one efficiently construct association rules, if at all?

Further questions involve the extension of frequent itemset mining to to sequential pattern mining
[39] and episode mining [28]. Many databases of labeled trees (e.g., the multicast trees in [15]) also have
time-stamps for each transaction tree. Mining sequential patterns and episode trees from such databases
are interesting research topics.
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